Abstract. Following Lawvere's description of metric spaces using enriched category theory, we introduce a change in the base of enrichment that allows description of some aspects of (relativistic) causal spaces. All such spaces are Cauchy complete, in the sense of enriched category theory. Furthermore, we give sufficient conditions on a base monoidal category for which enriched categories are Cauchy complete if and only if their underlying categories are (their idempotent arrows split).
that, for all points P , Q and R, dpP, P q " 0 (1) dpP, Qq`dpQ, Rq ě dpP, Rq .
"Generalized" comes from dropping conditions of finiteness (allowing infinite distance), symmetry (allowing dpP, Qq ‰ dpQ, P q), and distinguishability (allowing dpP, Qq " 0 without P " Q). Those spaces correspond precisely [6] to categories enriched in R -a monoidal category (more concretely, a totally ordered set) with positive reals and infinity as objects, an arrow between a and b if and only if b ď a, and monoidal structure given by sum. R is also closed, with internal hom given by truncated subtraction, uniquely defined right adjoint to summation. To see the correspondence, recall [5] that a category X enriched in a monoidal category V consists of a set of objects (points in this case), for each pair of objects a hom, that is, an object in V (a number providing distance in this case), and unit and composition arrows of V (providing (in)equalities (1)- (2), in this case) satisfying unit and associativity laws (trivially true in this case because R is a poset).
Denote by I the space having only one point˚. An enriched module (aka profunctor, distributor) I M Þ Ñ X , alternatively expressed as an enriched presheaf M : X op Ñ R, assigns to each point P in X a distance from P to˚, MpP,˚q, with an action ensuring triangle inequality for the newly introduced distances X pP, Qq`MpQ,˚q ě MpP,˚q .
For example, each point P P X defines a module M P pQ,˚q " X pQ, P qthis motivates a general definition A.2 for convergent modules. Dually, an enriched module X N Þ Ñ I assigns to each point P in X a distance from˚to P , with actions Np˚, P q`X pP, Qq ě Np˚, Qq .
Asking for M and N to form an adjunction in R-Mod imposes existence of a counit MpP,˚q`Np˚, Qq ě X pP, Qq (5) expressing that the newly introduced distances do not violate the triangular inequality via˚, enabling us to consider a new space X˚, with an added point˚. Finally, the unit of the adjunction 1 0 ě inf P PX Np˚, P q`MpP,˚q (6) forces the newly adjoined point to have zero distance from (and to) the rest of the space, providing a Cauchy condition analogous to the one for Cauchy sequences. This motivates general definitions A.1 of Cauchy modules, and of Cauchy completeness of enriched categories A.3. Another important base is the monoidal category Ab of Abelian groups, where one-object Ab-categories are rings, and they are Morita equivalent (have equivalent categories of (left) modules) if and only if their Cauchy completions are equivalent [5] . We review definitions and some results related to general Cauchy completeness in appendix A. In section 2 we give a modification of the base category R, call it R K , which gives causal spaces as R K -enriched categories, and explain how black holes and wormholes can be described using enriched modules. We also prove a surprising fact that all causal spaces are Cauchy complete, in the sense of enriched category theory.
In section 3 we give conditions on a monoidal category V which ensure that a V-category C is Cauchy complete if and only if the underlying (Set-enriched) category C 0 is Cauchy complete, which for Setenrichment means that idempotents in C 0 split. As a corollary we add a few more conditions on V ensuring that all V-enriched categories are Cauchy complete, generalizing the case of R K .
Causal spaces as enriched categories
Given a space-time E one can assign to each time-like path p in E its proper time T ppq. Maximizing the proper time T ppq over all timelike paths between two events gives an interval or "distance" between them. This is not distance in the sense of a metric space, mainly because the triangle inequality is inverted. The maximal time will usually (in physical situations) correspond to time measured by an inertial observer, while any accelerated reference frame would measure a shorter time, with a photon bouncing from appropriately set up mirrors would "measure" a zero time. However, we used maximizing over all timelike paths, rather than an inertial path, because of possible existence of Lorentzian manifolds where there are causally related points which do not have a (unique) inertial path between them. This is analogous to minimizing path length over all paths on a Riemannian manifold to obtain metric, where, for example antipodal points on a sphere have multiple shortest paths, or two points in a plane on the opposite side of a cut out (closed) disc have no path with a minimal length between them.
To get the inverted triangular inequality one could just invert the arrows of R. On one hand, such a category could no longer be closed because the object 0 would be the monoidal identity and the initial object at the same time, which would mean that tensoring (summing) does not preserve colimits (in particular, the initial object), since, for example 1 " 1`0 ‰ 0 .
On the other hand, physically, there would be no object in the monoidal category that could be assigned to space-like separated events. Both of the problems are solved by freely adding an initial object which we denote by K. So, the correct base for enrichment is formally given by Definition 2.1. A symmetric closed monoidal category R K is defined to have ‚ objects the real positive numbers r0, 8q with infinity 8 and and the additional object K ‚ arrows a Ñ b existing uniquely if a " K, b " 8 or a ď b, forming a total order ‚ tensor product`: R KˆRK Ñ R K given by
With this direction of arrows, all the colimits are suprema, and limits are infima.
A category E enriched in R K has objects X, Y, ... interpreted as events, and homs EpX, Y q P R K interpreted as "distances" or intervals. If EpX, Y q " K then Y is not in the future of X, equivalently said, X cannot cause Y . The composition of homs witnesses that the chosen time between the two events is the largest,
and the unit 0 ď EpX, Xq (11) prevents endohoms from being K. The associativity and unit axioms are trivially satisfied because R K is a poset. 
On the other hand, the composition (10) for Y and Z equal X gives EpX, Xq`EpX, Xq ď EpX, Xq (18) (2) Adding EpX, Y q to the unit, and and the compositions
give the required result. (3) By part (1) of the proposition, noting that objects K, 0 and 8 are the only monoidal idempotents in R K , and using the unit (11), restricts possible endohoms to 0 and 8. For instance, K is irregular, since K´K " 8. However, part (3a) of Proposition 2.1 ensures that such points in space are either causally unrelated to, or at an infinite temporal distance from, the rest of the (physical) space. Part (3b) of Proposition 2.1 prevents the grandfather paradox in the physical part of the space -given two regular (endohom being 0) events X and Y , it is not possible for both of them to cause each other, unless they happen simultaneously.
Remark 2.2.
A program for formulating quantum gravity using discrete partial orders, started in [1] and reviewed in, for example, [2] , has a notion of causal set as a basic mathematical structure. If we take the underlying category E 0 of a causal space E, we get a general preordered set without requirements for antisymmetry and local finiteness -the information about local time-like intervals is contained in homs, and allows different events to happen at the same point in space-time.
On the other hand, each causal set has a corresponding causal space, where homs come from the local finiteness condition -if A causes B, then EpA, Bq is the (integer) length of the longest (necessarily finite) path between A and B.
2.1. Enrichment in r´8, 8s. A possible generalization of both metric and event spaces, would be enrichment in r´8, 8s, with an arrows from A to B, if B ď A. Then positive length would denote space-like intervals, with triangle inequality (2), while negative numbers would be interpreted as time-like intervals. However, the triangle inequality with mixed entries is too restrictive, so the Minkowski 2D space-time is not enriched in r´8, 8s. For example,
gives EpA, Bq`EpB, Cq "´1`0 "´1 (24)
In particular, space-like intervals (given by K) can map to time-like intervals. Natural transformations η : F Ñ G indicate that for all A P D the event GA is in the future of F A.
Since R K is symmetric, closed and (co)complete, so is R K -Cat [5] . Explicitly, the tensor product D`E of D and E has ‚ objects pairs pA, Xq ‚ homs pD`EqppA, Xq, pB, Y" DpA, Bq`EpX, Y q and rD, Es has
Finally, given a causal space E, using symmetry of R K we can form the opposite E op by taking the same set of objects and
for homs.
Modules, black holes and wormholes. A (2-sided) module
and can be equivalently given by actions
MpX, Aq`DpA, Bq ď MpX, Bq .
These inequalities enable us to "glue" the two causal spaces with homs between objects of E and D given by M, and all homs from D to E being K, a process known as a lax colimit or collage [11] .
Remark 2.3. Physically, such a module can be interpreted as a wormhole going from E to D. In particular, when D " I the module M is a black hole in E.
Composition of modules N : C Û D and M : D Û E is given by pM˝NqpX, P q "
for all P P C and X P E.
Cauchy completeness.
To give a pair of adjoined modules pM % Nq : I Þ Ñ E is the same as to give a pair of R K -functors
which, in addition to the actions (30)-(31)
satisfy (existence of the unit and counit of the adjunction)
Proposition 2.2. Any R K enriched category E is Cauchy complete.
Proof. First, consider the case when E is empty. Then M and N are unique empty functors, but they cannot be adjoint as the RHS of (38) equals K Since there are no Cauchy modules, E is Cauchy complete. Now, assume E is non-empty and M is a Cauchy module, that is there is N such that (36)-(39) hold. In particular, since K is the only element smaller than 0, equation (38) implies that there is Z P E such that 0 ď NpZq`MpZq .
If either NpZq or MpZq was equal to K the sum would equal K as well, so we have that both terms are greater or equal than 0, 0 ď NpZq and 0 ď MpZq .
Now we have
proving that MpY q " EpY, Zq, and showing that Z represents M.
Cauchy completeness via idempotent splitting
Here we consider which monoidal categories V produce enriched categories whose Cauchy completeness is determined by idempotent splitting in the corresponding underlying category. We begin with an easy direction.
Proposition 3.1. Let V be a locally small, cocomplete symmetric monoidal closed category. If a small V-category E is Cauchy complete then idempotents split in the underlying category E 0 .
Proof. Let
Using the fact that e˚and e˚are mates under the adjunction E˚% E˚, it is easy to show that 2 pk b f q˝η and ǫ˝pg b lq are unit and a counit of the adjunction M % N. Since E is Cauchy complete, M is represented by an object, say D P E, and so, using the weak Yoneda lemma, e splits through it. is a bijection, then a small V-category E is Cauchy complete if idempotents split in the underlying category E 0 .
Proof. Let M : I Þ Ñ E be a Cauchy module with a right adjoint N which amounts to giving actions
compatible with unit and composition in E, and unit and counit for the adjunction
The coend cowedge components
form a jointly regular epic family, see section B example B.3. By condition (i), the functor VpI,´q takes them to a jointly surjective family of functions VpI, w X q. This in particular means that the unit of the adjunction is in the image of a function VpI, w Z q, for some Z. So, the unit decomposes as η " w Z˝z . From condition (ii) we get that z can be further decomposed as m b n for a unique pair of maps m : I Ñ MpZq and n : I Ñ NpZq, to give a final decomposition of the unit
One of the adjunction axioms, together with (55) gives a commutative diagram shown in (56).
From the outside of the diagram (56) it follows that the identity on MpY q decomposes into the following two maps
EpY, Zq
Both of these sets of arrows are V-natural in Y , following from Vnaturality of ǫ and compatibility of action α with composition in E.
Composing them the other way around we get an idempotent V-natural transformation on Ep´, Zq, which is represented by an idempotent arrow Z e Ý Ñ Z in E 0 . Since idempotents split, there is Z 1 through which e splits, hence Z 1 is a representing object for M.
Remark 3.1. The only place we used symmetry and closedness of V was the definition of module compositions using coends, and the definition of the category of enriched presheaves. Both of these notions are definable for non-symmetric V, or even when the base of enrichment is a bicategory [12] , so we expect the above theorems to work at that level of generality as well.
Corollary 3.1. A cocomplete quantale Q such that any collection of its objects tA i u with an arrow
contains an object Z P tA i u with an arrow
has the property that all small Q-categories E are Cauchy complete.
Example 3.1. The motivating example R K has this property.
Corollary 3.2. If a cocomplete category V is Cartesian closed and
Vp1,´q : V Ñ Set (61) has a right adjoint, then V satisfies the requirements of proposition 3.2.
Denoting by G the right adjoint we need a (natural) bijection
VpA, GSq -SetpVpI, Aq, Sq . where 1 in the last line denotes the terminal presheaf which is the monoidal unit in rC op , Sets.
Example 3.3. For V " Cat, GS is the chaotic category on the set S, because mapping into it is uniquely determined by the assignment on objects. More generally, for V " n-Cat, GS is a the chaotic category seen as a locally discrete n-category (each hom is the terminal pn´1q-category).
In some cases condition (2) holds when the product is not Cartesian.
Example 3.4. Gray plq has the same objects and arrows as 2-Cat, but (lax) Gray tensor product, rather than the Cartesian one for the monoidal structure. Strict functors 1 Ñ A b plq B detect (pick) objects, which are pairs consisting of an object in A and an object in B, hence satisfying condition (ii).
Proposition 3.3. Let V be a monoidal category. The following are equivalent:
(1) every V-category C has a Cauchy complete underlying category C 0 , (2) every monoid pT, µ, ηq in V induces an idempotent-splitting monoid on the hom-set VpI, T q.
Proof. p1 ñ 2q Consider a one-object category C with the endohom, multiplication and unit given by pT, µ, ηq. The underlying category is precisely the suspension of the monoid VpI, T q, so idempotent-splitting in C 0 is the same as idempotent-splitting in VpI, T q. p2 ñ 1q Let I e Ý Ñ CpA, Aq be an idempotent in C 0 . Since CpA, Aq is a monoid in V, e is also an idempotent in the induced monoid on VpI, CpA, Aqq, and, by condition 2, it splits.
Remark 3.2. Under condition 2, all idempotents in C 0 split through the same object they live on. As a consequence, if an array of maps composes to the identity on an object A, then all intermediate objects are isomorphic to A. More on absolute colimits in pSet-qcategories can be found in [8] . Absolute weights for enrichment in a bicategory were further examined in [3] . 
Appendix B. Familial epiness
In this section we explore the notion of jointly epi families and how it can be extended to extremal, strong and regular epi families. The letter V denotes an ordinary category. Most of the concepts here are taken from [10] . Remark B.1. As in the single epi case, if equalizers exist in V, the condition of being jointly epi in order to be jointly extremal/strong, follows from the invertible-mono/diagonal-fill-in condition.
Remark B.2. As in the single epi case, any jointly strong epi family is jointly extremal epi, and in the presence of pullbacks, every jointly extremal epi family is a jointly strong epi family. Definition B.4. A relation R on a family tA i u iPI of objects in V is given by a set R i,j of spans between A i and A j , for each i and j. We use R to denote the (disjoint) union of all R i,j . A quotient of R is a family tA i w i Ý Ñ Bu iPI that is (part of ) a colimit cone for the diagram consisting of objects tA i u iPI and spans in R between them. Explicitly, for each span 
for each f : C Ñ C 1 , has a quotient, and they are the same (up to isomorphism). This is a reformulation of obtaining a coend [7] via a colimit.
Example B.2. The same is true for an enriched coend. Let V be a locally small symmetric monoidal closed category, and C a V-category. An enriched functor T : C op b C Ñ V can equivalently be seen as an endomodule on C, given by actions
It has a coend, defined as the quotient of the relation on tT pC, Cqu CPC formed by spans
for each pair of objects C, C 1 . Note that this quotient is isomorphic to the one quotienting the relation formed from T pC, Cq
since σ is an isomorphism of spans constituting the colimit diagrams. 
so given f satisfying Kerpwq Ă Kerpf q, and using that tw i u is joint regular epi we get a unique factorization of f through w, proving that w is regular epi. Conversely, given a regular epi w, and f such that Kertw i u Ă Kertf i u, consider an arbitrary element of Kerpwq, x, y : D Ñ ř i A i , that is w˝x " w˝y, and an arrow p P F xy . Chasing diagrams gives w i˝pi " w˝θ i˝pi (85) " w˝x˝p (86) " w˝y˝p (87) " w˝θ j˝pj (88) " w j˝pj (89) so pp i , p j q P Kerptw i uq, and using the assumption for f , pp i , p j q P Kerptf i uq. So we have
f˝θ i˝pi " f˝θ j˝pj (91)
f˝x˝p " f˝y˝p .
Using joint epiness of F xy we conclude that px, yq P Kerpf q, and, because w is regular epi, f factors uniquely through it.
Remark B.4. As in the single epi case, any jointly regular epi family is automatically jointly strong epi. The converse is true when V is familialy regular, a proof of a stronger statement is given in [10] . 
